Worried,
Nervous

Sad,
Hurt

Frustrated,
Annoyed

Angry,
Furious

4. Talk it Out!

_____________ ’s
Calm Down Book

1. Take a Break!

2. How do I feel? I just don’t
know. The emotion chart is a
place I can go!

When I lose my cool, I use my tools!
3. Next, I use my strategies - to slow my breathing and put
my mind at ease.

3. Use a Calm
Down
Strategy.
2. Name my
Feelings.

1. I ask for a break to start
calming down. I need a
moment to lose my frown.

When I lose my cool,
I use my tools!
4. 2.
It’sHow
time do
to go
backIto
mydon’t
friends - to share my thoughts and
I feel?
just
make
amends.
know.
The emotion chart
is a place I can go!

I felt _____________ when you _________________________.
Next time, could you _________________________________?

le
exha

le
exha

le
exha

ale
inh

le
inha

le
inha

My feeling were hurt when ___________________________.
Next time, it would help if ____________________________.

Here is one that I can try. My finger is a bird that
flies through the sky.

I’m sorry that I _______________________________________.
Next time, I will ______________________________________.

How to Make a Six-Page Book with One Sheet of Paper

3. Fold in half again.
5. Now you have a very
small folded sheet of
paper.

6. Unfold the paper and you will
see 8 panels.

9. Push the edges toward center and
fold the paper into a book shape.

2. Fold in half lengthwise.

7. Fold it in half in the
middle. You should
be able to see the
printed image. Make a
mark with your pencil
in the center of the
folded sheet. Cut from
the folded edge to
the center dot. Stop
cutting at the dot!

10.		Keep pushing edges together until
diamond becomes a slit again,
perpendicular to folded edges.

4. And fold once more.

8. Unfold your sheet of paper. It should look like
this with an open slit in the middle. Fold it in
half lengthwise again.

11.		Fold one edge toward slit and the
opposite slit toward folded edge.

12. Be sure to go
over the creases
to make them
sharp. Now you
have a small sixpage book.
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1. Start with an 8.5” x 11” sheet
of paper with the printed
image face-down.

